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Abstract 
Excellence in graphs introduced by G.H. Fricke is 
extended to partitions of the vertex set with respect to a 
parameter. A graph G is said to be Chromatic excellent if 
{v} appears in a chromatic partition of G for every vϵV(G). 
This paper is devoted to the study of chromatic excellence 
in graphs. 
Keywords: β0-excellent, Chromatic Excellence(χ-excellence), 
Excellence in Graphs, Chromatic just excellence, Chromatic 
Partition.  
Introduction 
G.H. Fricke et al [1] introduced the concept of excellence in graphs 
with respect to graph parameters. A graph is excellent with respect 
to a parameter λ (maximum or minimum), if every vertex of the 
graph belongs to a λ-set of the graph (a λ-set is a 
maximum/minimum subset of the vertex set with respect to the 
parameter λ). For example, if we consider the domination 
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parameter, then a graph is said to be domination excellent if every 
vertex belongs to a minimum domination set of a graph. This 
concept can be extended to partitions defined by parameters. E. 
Sampathkumar [4] introduced the concept of fixed, free and totally 
free points with respect to the parameter χ in a graph. Inspired by 
this paper, the concept of excellence with respect to partitions 
defined by a parameter is studied. Let λ be a parameter 
(minimum/maximum). Let Pλ be a λ-partition of G. (Pλ has 
minimum/maximum cardinality according as λ is a 
maximum/minimum parameter). A vertex v ϵ V (G) is called 
Pλ-good if {v} belongs to a λ-partition of G. Otherwise, v is said to be 
Pλ-bad. A graph G is said to be Pλ-excellent if every vertex is 
Pλ-good. We can define Pλ -commendable, Pλ -fair, Pλ-poor graphs 
(according as number of Pλ-good vertices in G is greater than, equal 
to or less than Pλ -bad vertices in G). For our present discussion, we 
take β0 as the parameter. Then Pβ0 will be a chromatic partition of G 
(that is λ -partition of G). In this paper we make a study of 
chromatically excellent graphs. We show that χ-excellence coincides 
with criticality with respect to proper colorings in graphs. Adopting 
the concept of just excellence introduced by N. Sridharan and M. 
Yamuna [5], the concept of chromatic just excellence is introduced 
and interesting properties are derived. 
Definition 1  G is chromatically excellent if for every vertex v, 
there exists a chromatic partition Π such that {v} ϵ Π. 
Example 1  Kn is chromatically excellent. 
Example 2  C2n is not chromatically excellent. C2n+1 (n ≥ 1) is 
chromatically excellent. 
Example 3  W2n (n ≥ 2) is chromatically excellent. 
Example 4  Let G be the graph obtained from C5 by adding vertices 
u1, u2, ··· , uk and making each ui adjacent with all uj , j ≥ i and also 
adjacent with all the vertices of C5. Then δ(G)=k+2, χ(G)=k+3 and G 
is chromatically excellent. 
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Remark 1  A graph is β0-excellent if every vertex belongs to a 
maximum independent set of the graph. β0-excellence and 
χ-excellence have no relationship. That is, a graph may be 
β0-excellent but not χ-excellent and vice versa. For example, P2n (n ≥ 
2) is β0-excellent but not χ-excellent. Kn is both β0-excellent and 
χ-excellent. K1,n (n ≥ 2) is neither  β0-excellent nor χ-excellent. The 
graph in Figure 1 is χ-excellent but not β0-excellent. (β0(G)=3 and 1, 
5, 6, 7 are β0-bad vertices).  
Figure 1:  χ-excellent but not β0-excellent 
Proposition 1  Let χ(G)=2 (Then G is a bipartite graph and 
vice-versa). Let |V (G)| ≥ 3. Then G is not χ-excellent.  
Proof  Suppose G is χ-excellent. Let vV(G). Then there exists a 
chromatic partition Π={V1, V2} of G such that V1={v}. Therefore 
|V2|=|G−{v}| is totally disconnected. Clearly |V2| ≥ 2 and v is 
adjacent to some vertex of V2. Let w  V2 be such that wv  E(G). 
Let w1 ≠ w  V2. Since G is χ-excellent, there exists a chromatic 
partition Π1={{w1}, V3}. Therefore v,w  V3, a contradiction since vw 
 E(G). Therefore G is not χ-excellent.  
Corollary 1  Any tree of order greater than or equal to 3 is not 
χ-excellent. 
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Remark 2  χ-excellent graphs have no isolates. For, suppose G is a 
χ- excellent graph which has an isolate v. If G= , (n ≥ 2), then 
χ(G)=1 and no vertex v  V (G) can appear as a singleton in a 
chromatic partition. Therefore G ≠ . Therefore χ(G) ≥ 2. Then there 
exists a χ-partition Π={{v}, V2, · · · , Vχ(G) }. Therefore deg(v) ≥ χ(G)−1 
≥ 1. But v is an isolate, a contradiction. Therefore any χ-excellent 
graph has no isolates.  
Proposition 2  Let G1 and G2 be two graphs. Then G1 ∪ G2 is not χ- 
excellent.  
Proof  If V(G1) (or V(G2)) is a singleton then clearly G1∪G2 is not  
χ-excellent. 
Let |V (G1)| ≥ 2 and |V(G2)| ≥ 2.  
Case (i): χ(G1)= χ(G2)=k. Suppose there exists a χ-partition of 
G1∪G2 such that {v} is an element of the partition for some vV(G1). 
Let Π={{v}, V2, · · · , Vk} be a  χ-partition of G1∪G2. Then {V2 −V(G1) , 
· · · , Vk−V(G1)} is a proper color partition of G2 and hence χ(G2) ≤ 
k−1, a contradiction. A similar reasoning shows that for any v 
V(G2), {v} can not appear in any χ-partition of G1∪G2. Therefore G1 
∪ G2 is not χ-excellent. 
Case (ii): Let χ(G1) ≤ χ(G2). Let χ(G2)=k. Then 
χ(G1)∪χ(G2)=χ(G2)=k. Suppose there exists a χ-partition of G1∪G2 
such that {v} is an element of the partition for some v  V(G1). Let 
Π={{v}, V2, · · · , Vk} be a χ-partition of  G1∪G2. Then {V2 −V (G1), · · · 
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, Vk −V (G1)} is a proper color partition of G2 and hence χ(G2) ≤ k−1, 
a contradiction. Therefore G1∪G2 is not χ-excellent. 
Corollary 2  If G is χ -excellent then G is connected.  
Remark 3  If G1 and G2 have same chromatic number, then no 
vertex of G1∪G2 can appear as a singleton in any χ -partition of 
G1∪G2. If χ (G1) ≤ χ(G2) then no vertex of G1 can appear as a 
singleton in any χ-partition of G1∪G2. But a vertex of G2 may appear 
as a singleton in a χ-partition of G1∪G2 . For example, consider 
G1=C6 and G2=C5.  χ (G1∪G2)=3. Let V (G1)={u1, u2, · · · , u6} and 
V(G2)={v1, v2, · · · , v5}. Let Π={{v1}, {v2, v4, u1, u3, u5}, {v3, u2, u4, u6}} 
is a χ-partition of G1∪G2. In fact, as G2 is χ-excellent, every vertex of 
G2 is χ-free. 
Corollary 3  If G is χ-excellent then G is connected, δ ≥ χ −1 and G 
has no pendent vertices. 
Remark 3  Pn (n ≥ 3) is not χ-excellent but it is an induced subgraph 
of an odd cycle which is χ_-excellent (Pn is an induced subgraph of 
Cn+1 if n is even and Cn+2 if n is odd).  
Proposition 3  If G is χ-excellent then μ(G) is χ-excellent. 
Proof  Let V (G)={u1, u2, · · · , un} and V (µ(G))={u1, u2, · · · , un, u'1, 
u'2, · · · , u'n, v}. Let G be λ-excellent. Let Π={{ui}, V2, · · · , Vk} be a 
χ-partition of G where  k=χ, χ(μ(G))=k+1. Let Πi={{ui}, V2  ∪ {v}, 
V3, · · · , Vk, {u'1, u'2, · · · , u'n} }. Πi  is a χ-partition of µ(G). Let 
Π'i={{u'i}, V2   ∪ V'2 , · · · , Vk  ∪ V'k , {ui, v}}. Π'i is a χ-partition of 
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µ(G). Let Πv={{v}, {ui, u'i}, V2 ∪ V'2 , · · · , Vk ∪ V'k}. Then Πv is a 
χ-partition of μ(G). Therefore μ(G) is χ-excellent. 
Proposition 4  Any critical graph is χ-excellent. 
Proof  Let G be a critical graph with chromatic number χ. Let u  V 
(G). Then χ(G−u) < χ(G). Suppose χ(G−u)=χ(G)−k, (k ≥ 1). Let {V1, 
V2, · · · , Vχ(G)-k} be a  χ-partition of G−u. Then {{u}, V1, V2, · · · , 
Vχ(G)-k } is a proper color partition of G. Therefore χ(G)≤χ(G)−k + 1. 
Therefore, k≤1.  Therefore k=1. Therefore {{u}, V1, V2, · · · , Vχ(G)-1} is 
a χ-partition of G. Therefore G is χ-excellent. 
Proposition 5  If a graph G is χ-excellent, then it is critical. 
Proof  Suppose G is χ-excellent. Then for any u  V (G), u is either 
fixed or free and the end vertices of any edge in the graph are both 
fixed or free. But, χ(G−u) < χ(G) for every u  V(G) and 
χ(G−e)<χ(G) for every eE(G).[4] Therefore for any proper 
subgraph H(G), χ(H) < χ(G). Therefore G is critical. 
Proposition 6  Let G be a vertex transitive graph with a chromatic 
partition containing a singleton. Then G is χ-excellent. 
Proof Let Π be a chromatic partition containing {u}, say. Let Π={{u}, 
S2, · · · , Sχ }. Let v  V (G), v ≠ u. Since G is vertex transitive there 
exists an automorphism φ such that φ(u)=v. Let Π={{φ(u)}, φ(S2), · · 
· , φ(Sχ )}. since φ is an automorphism, φ(S2), · · · , φ(Sχ) are all 
independent. Therefore there exists a chromatic partition 
containing {v}. Hence, the result.  
Observation 1  There exists a vertex transitive graph which is not 
complete in which there exists a chromatic partition containing a 
singleton, for example C5. 
Observation 2  There exists a vertex transitive graph which is not 
complete in which there exists no chromatic partition containing a 
singleton, for example, Peterson graph. 
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Definition 2  A graph G is just χ-excellent if every vertex appears 
as a singleton in exactly one χ-partition. 
Example 5  Kn and C2n+1 are just χ-excellent. 
Property 1  Every just χ-excellent graph is χ-excellent and hence 
connected. 
Property 2  Let G be any χ-excellent graph. Add a vertex u and 
make it adjacent with every vertex of G. Let H be the resulting 
graph. Then H is not just χ-excellent, but H is χ-excellent. For; In 
any χ-partition of H, {u} appears as an element. Let vV(G).Then 
there exists a χ-partition Π of G such that {v}∪Π. Then Π∪{u} is a 
χ-partition of H. 
Property 3  If G is χ-excellent, then G has exactly one χ – partition 
(that is G is uniquely colorable) if and only if G is complete. 
Property 4  Let G ≠ Kn, be a χ-excellent graph with a full degree 
vertex . Then G is not just χ-excellent. 
Remark 3  Let G be a  non- complete χ-excellent graph. Suppose u 
is not a full degree vertex in G. Then u is not χ-fixed. 
Proof Let Π be a χ-partition of G. Let u be not a full degree vertex. 
There exists v  V (G) such that u and v are not adjacent. Suppose u 
is χ-fixed, then {u} appears in any χ-partition. Let Π1={{u}, V2, · · · , 
Vχ} be a χ-partition. Let v  Vi, 2 ≤ i ≤ χ . Then Π2={Vi −{v}, {u, v}, V3, 
· · · , Vχ} is also a χ-partition not containing {u}, a contradiction. 
Therefore u is not fixed. 
Remark 4  The following is a family of graphs which are χ- 
excellent but not just χ-excellent. Consider C5. Replace each vertex 
by K2n+1, n ≥ 1 and join every vertex of K2n+1 with every vertex of 
another K2n+1 if the vertices for which these are replaced graphs are 
adjacent. The resulting graph has chromatic number 5n + 3, is 
χ-excellent but not just χ-excellent. 
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Remark 5  If G is a just excellent graph and G ≠ Kn, then any 
χ-partition of G can contain exactly one singleton. 
Proof Suppose there exists a χ-partition Π of G containing more 
than one singleton. Let Π={{u1}, {u2}, V3, · · · , Vχ} be a χ-partition of 
G. Since G is just χ-excellent and G ≠ Kn, no vertex of V(G) is a full 
degree vertex. Therefore there exists v1  V (G) such that u1 and v1 
are not adjacent. Let v1  Vi, 3 ≤ i ≤ χ. Clearly |Vi| ≥ 2 (for if Vi={v1}, 
then u1 and v1 are adjacent ). Let Π2={{u1, v1}, {u2}, V3, · · · , Vi−{v1}, · 
· · , Vχ}. Then Π2  is  a  χ-partition containing {u2} a contradiction, 
since G is just χ-excellent. 
Corollary 2  If G is just χ-excellent and G ≠ Kn, then χ ≤ ⌊ n+1 ⁄ 2 ⌋.      
Remark 6  W6 has chromatic number 4 > ⌊(n+1)⁄2⌋ and W6 is 
χ-excellent. Clearly, W6 is not just χ-excellent. 
Remark 7  The bound is sharp as seen in C5 (χ(C5)=3=5+1 ⁄ 2 ) and 
C5 is just χ-excellent. 
Proposition 6  Let G be a just χ-excellent graph which is not 
complete. Let u  V (G). Let Π={{u}, V2, · · · , Vχ } be a χ-partition. If 
|Vi| ≥ 3, for some i, 2 ≤ i ≤ χ then there exist at least some Vj with 
|Vj| ≥ 3 containing a vertex not adjacent to u. 
Proof Suppose u is adjacent to every vertex in every Vi with|Vi|≥3 
(2≤i ≤χ ). 
Case 1: |Vi| ≥ 3 for all i, 2 ≤ i ≤ χ. Then u is a full degree vertex 
in G, a contradiction since G is just _-excellent and G ≠ Kn. 
Case 2: Let |Vi| ≥ 3 for all i, 2 ≤ i ≤ t and |Vt+1|=2. Let Vt+1={v1, 
v2}. Suppose there exists Vt+2, · · · , Vχ  such that |Vt+j |=2, 2 ≤  j  ≤ 
χ – t (Note that no Vi is a singleton since G is just χ-excellent). Since 
Π is a χ-partition, u is adjacent with at least one vertex in each of 
Vt+1, · · · , Vχ.  Suppose u is adjacent with v1 and not adjacent with 
v2 in V t+1. Then u is adjacent with every vertex in Vt+j , 2 ≤ j ≤ χ−t. 
For, otherwise, there exists some w  Vt+j with which u is not 
adjacent. Therefore Π1={{u, v2, w}, V2, · · · , Vt, {v1}, · · · , Vt+j−{w}, · · · 
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, Vχ } a contradiction since G is just χ-excellent. Therefore u is 
adjacent with every vertex in V−{v2} (Observe that if Vt+1=Vχ  then 
also u is adjacent with every vertex in V− {v2}). Since G is just 
χ-excellent there exists a chromatic partition Π2={{v2}, V'2 ,· · ·, V'χ }. 
Therefore u  V'i a contradiction since u is adjacent with every 
vertex in V−{v2}. Therefore the proposition is true. 
Remark 8  Let G be a graph which is just χ-excellent. If there exists 
a χ-partition in which one of the element is a singleton say {u} and 
some other element with cardinality greater than or equal to 3. Then 
there exists a χ-partition in which none of the elements is a 
singleton. 
Proof Let G be a just χ-excellent graph satisfying the hypothesis. 
Then there exists a χ-partition Π={{u}, V2, · · · , Vχ } in which |Vi| ≥ 
3 for some i, 2 ≤  i ≤ χ  and Vi contains a non-neighbourhood say v 
of u. Then Π1={{u, v}, V2, · · · , Vi−{v}, · · · , Vχ} is a χ-partition of G in 
which each class contains at least 2 vertices of G. 
Remark 9  If G is just χ-excellent, G ≠ Kn and β0(G)= 2, then G has 
exactly ’n’ χ-partitions. 
Remark 10  If G is just χ-excellent and G ≠ Kn then G has exactly ’n’ 
χ-partitions if and only if in those χ-partitions in which one element 
is a singleton and the cardinality of any other element of the 
partition is 2. 
Conclusion 
Chromatic excellence is a new concept defined on Chromatic 
Partitions of Graphs. Usually the excellence is defined with respect 
to parameters. In this paper excellence is defined with respect to 
partitions. It paves a way for study of excellence with respect to 
different partitions. 
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